We present measurements of the Brillouin frequency shift in an optical fiber using a 1550 nm distributed feedback laser diode(DFB-LD) as a light source. By modulating the probe light with an electro-optic modulator, we confirm the stimulated Brillouin gain spectrum(BGS) and spontaneous BGS using the coherent detection method. We also confirm the applicability of the technique to distributed temperature sensors that measure the change in Brillouin frequency shift due to temperature variations.
INTRODUCTION
To measure physical quantities distributed over a wide range, a traditional multi-point measurement method exist that combines many electro-/mechanical point sensors. However, this approach has several drawbacks including the requirement of a power-supply line and an informationtransmission line for each sensor node. These limitations make installing sensors more complex and increase maintenance costs. Another approach, called the distributed measuring method, can overcome these limitations in many ways. Distributed measurements exploit the optical transport properties of fibers; namely, the fact the reflectance or absorption of light is influenced by the measurement target so the light intensity, frequency, and polarization state can change [1] [2] [3] . By measuring these changes, we can measure physical quantities in a specific point in the fiber. This method uses the entire optical fiber as a continuous sensor, so it is called the distributed fiber sensor [4] . Many studies have reported that, depending on the optical fiber length, it is possible to measure widely distributed physical quantities from hundreds of meters to several kilometers using the distributed fiber sensor, and a distributed fiber sensor can replace traditional electro-/mechanical or information transmission type multi-point measurement systems.
The technique of optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR) technique which can measure physical quantities around optical fibers by measuring backscattered light through the optical fibers, is mainly used for distributed measurements. The OTDR technique using optical fiber sensors can obtain information on the distribution of physical quantities, such as the strain and temperature, from the measurement target, so it has been applied to fault diagnosis of optical communication lines and to monitor of structures [5, 6] . Scattering in optical fibers can be characterized as either; elastic or inelastic scattering. In elastic scattering, the wavelength of the incident light is shifted, whereas in inelastic scattering, the wavelength is not shifted. Brillouin scattering is a type of inelastic scattering, so its frequency changes depending on the strain and temperature that is applied to the optical fiber [7] [8] [9] .
In this stduy, to develop a Brillouin scattering optical fiber sensor system, we measured spontaneous and stimulated Brillouin backscattering and the Brillouin frequency shift as a function of temperature. We modulated probe light with an electro-optic modulator(EOM) to measure stimulated BGS and used a coherent detection method to measure spontaneous BGS. Finally, we confirm the applicability of the technique to the distributed temperature sensing by measuring the variation in the Brillouin frequency shift as a function of temperature. 
THEORY
Brillouin scattering is based on Bragg-type diffraction propagating through the optical fiber. Due to an acousticwave effect, it modifies the refractive index by electrostriction which is akin to forming a reflection grating in the optical fiber. Brillouin scattering is thermally generated by the acoustic wave and at low incident light-levels, but as the incident light power increases, the incident wave interferes with the backscattered optical wave and a standing wave is generated in a self-stimulated phenomenon [10, 11] .
The acoustic wave propagates back and forth in the fiber, but the backscattered wave is Doppler shifted above and below the incident frequency. The incident wave and the Doppler-shifted scattered wave are combined to generate the diffraction grating, which propagates back and forth with the acoustic velocity. The incident waves is stable, backward-propagating wave generates the anti-Stokes signal and forward-propagating wave generates the Stokes signal. This feature is called stimulated Brillouin scattering(SBS) [10, 11] .
In this process, the energy and momentum are conserved, so the wave vectors and frequencies of the three waves obey the relationships.
where, p and s refer to the frequencies of pump(incident) and Stokes wave, and k p and k s refer to the corresponding wave vectors, respectively. From the dispersion relationship, the frequency B and acoustic wave vector k A satisfy the expressions where, is the angle between the pump and Stokes field, and the relationship |k p | |k s | is from Eq. (1) [12] . Eq. (2) shows that the frequency shift of the Stokes wave depends on the scattering angle. In particular, B is maximum for backward scattering = and disappears in the forward direction =0. For a single-mode optical fiber, only two cases are possible, as mentioned above. For this reason, SBS can occur in the backward direction, and the Brillouin shift can be expressed as :
In eq. (3), the relationship |k p |=2 n p / p is used and n p refers to the effective mode index at the pump wavelength, p . When we apply values for general silica optical fiber to eq. (3), A = 5.96 km/s and n p = 1.45, B 11.1 GHz when pumping at p = 1.55 m. This Brillouin frequency shift reacts strongly to temperature variations and relatively weakly to variations in strain [13] . The Brillouin frequency shift corresponding to a strain change of 300 is equal to that for a temperature change of 1 C at about 1 MHz. Using these characteristics, we can measure distributed temperature and strain along an optical fiber.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

Measurement of SBS using an EOM
To apply Brillouin scattering to the distributed optical fiber sensor, it is essential to measure of the Brillouin gain spectrum(BGS) of the optical fiber. The Brillouin Frequency Shift(BFS) and BGS line widths depend on the material composition and the optical fiber structure, so an exact measurement of BGS is necessary with the optical fiber that is to serve as the sensor. of pulse light and cw is the that of the CW light, the frequency difference between both light sources is . If we adjust the frequency of the light sources to match the frequency difference and the BFS of the optical fiber, the optical power is converted from pulse light to CW light by SBS. In this case, CW light undergoes Brillouin amplification in the optical fiber, so we can analyze the Brillouin signal. We measured the amplified CW light signal using an optical spectrum analyzer(OSA) or an optical power meter. Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup for measuring BGS using SBS. The light source is a distributed feedback-laser diode(DFB-LD, Models COF915-508 and CQF938-R400, JDSU Co.Ltd) centered at 1550 nm.
Light from the DFB-LD entered the 2 2 coupler, and was split between two fibers to serve as pump and probe light. We applied an RF signal to the EOM by using a 26-GHz RF-signal generator and observed spectra changes in the probe light with the OSA. The modulation frequency was varied from 10.78 to 10.88 GHz in 500 kHz steps. When the BFS of the optical fiber is the same as the modulation frequency, optical power is transferred from pump light to probe light, and we observe the amplification of the probe light.
To measure the BGS of used optical fiber, we measured the ratio of both side-bands upon varying the modulation frequency with the RF signal generator, as depicted in Fig.  3 . We measure the maximum optical power ratio of the side-bands to be 0.5 dB for the 50 m optical fiber. However, for the 8 km fiber, the maximum optical power ratio exceeds 40 dB. In the following result, the difference in amplification gain originates from the difference in interaction length between the pump light and the probe light, and because changes in the DFB-LD bias current causes the changes in the center frequency.
Measuring of spontaneous Brillouin scattering by using coherent detection
We configured loop type optics to amplify the probe light by SBS. With this method, the amplified signal is detected at the light receiver with optics configured for BOTDA system, so the dynamic range is large. This allows a reduction in signal-to-noise with equivalent computation time, leading to a reduction in data-acquisition time. However, the fiber under test(FUT) and the system must be designed in the form of the loop-type optics. Unlike BOTDA, Brillouin optical time-domain reflectometry(BOTDR) using spontaneous Brillouin scattering 
Measurement of Brillouin Backscattering for Distributed Temperature Sensor
Applications requires a single-ended measurement system, so it has an advantage in terms of deployment but requires a sophisticated measurement method to detect weak signals, such as coherent detection.
We designed the single-ended experimental optics setup for the BOTDR system as shown in Fig. 4 , connected the FUT and performed experiments using coherent detection of spontaneous Brillouin backscattering. As photodetector, we used Agilent 83440C lightwave detector, which has a full-width-half-maximum(FWHM) of 20 GHz. As shown in Fig. 5 , when the CW laser enters the circulator, spontaneous Brillouin scattering of the incident light occurs in the FUT, it returns to the system, then passed through the circulator, and is split by a 50:50 coupler. A fraction of 10 % of the split beam is directed to the other side of the coupler and the two beams are mixed in the coupler. At this point, the 50:50 coupler serves as an optical mixer; the sum and difference frequencies between the two beams are transmitted to the photodetector. The sum frequency cannot be detected because it exceeds the photodetector bandwidth. The difference frequency, and the BFS are displayed by the electrical spectrum analyzer(ESA). Fig. 5 shows measurement results with and without the FUT connected. When the FUT is connected, spontaneous Brillouin scattering occurs, which allows us to confirm the BFS of 10.978 GHz.
Measuring BFS variation as a function of temperature change
We used the same system as described Fig. 1 for measuring SBS to measure the BFS variation as a function of temperature. The modulation frequency was fixed at the BGS peak, and we measured its change with temperature. The external temperature of a chamber was 25 C, and a 2.5 km fiber was wound about a bobbin and placed into a vacuum oven. The temperature was increaseed at 15 C intervals. We find that the Brillouin frequency changes linearly with temperature in the range studied. By fitting the data to a straight line, we can obtain a temperature coefficient of 1 MHz/ C which agrees with the theoretical value.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we configured loop-type optics and used a DFB-LD modulated by an EOM to generate the probe light to measure SBS in an optical fiber. By varying the modulation frequency and measuring the optical power ratio of both side-bands, we confirm the BGS of used optical fiber and detect the BFS value. In addition, by measuring spontaneous Brillouin backscattering using coherent detection, we observe a Brillouin frequency shift of about 10.98 GHz in both experiments. The same system used to measure SBS, was used to measure BGS variations in the optical fiber due to temperature change. By tracing BFS, we confirm a temperature coefficient of about 1 MHz/ C. The optical system used for this study consisted of a standard setup that used the basic principles of BOTDA or BOTDR, and we verified its applicability to a distributed temperature measurement system. We used only a CW light source, but distributed temperature measurements can be accomplished with our system using a pulsed light source as well. Furthemore, a novel distributed temperature measurement system can be achieved by applying an erbium-doped fiber amplifier(EDFA) to recover the power lost because of the pulsed light source, a laser-diode controller for controlling the DFB-LD which is sensitive to temperature and driving current and data acquisition system to the our configuration. 
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